TimeTracker

Expertly manage your workforce in long-term
care with a solution that supports your business
goals, compliance needs, and variable hour
scheduling challenges.
MatrixCare’s TimeTracker is an integrated cloud-based time
and labor management system with real-time absence
management, scheduling and custom reporting features.
TimeTracker’s configurable mobile and desktop interface with
advanced functionality helps reduce labor costs, calculate
accurate overtime rates, and create direct and indirect care
reports. This technology allows you to focus on ensuring the
highest quality care for every patient by scheduling the right
workers at the right time.

ENHANCE YOUR
RESIDENT-CENTRIC
SOLUTION

TimeTracker

Manage budgets and employee
schedules through reporting on direct
and indirect care labor by location,
unit, department or position, in
hours. Interactive summaries support
dynamic sorting of relevant data to
reflect quality of care priorities.

MEET PATIENT
NEEDS
Avoid gaps in care
with group scheduling and real-time
notifications that includes employee
call out features for absence
management.

REDUCE RISK
Meet organizational,
federal, state, and local
labor compliance requirements while
still accommodating employee leave
requests, unexpected absences, and
census changes via desktop and
mobile interaction.

®
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IMPROVE ROI
Deliver the highest quality
patient care and control
overtime costs. Compare and manage
your direct auxiliary services, budgets
versus schedules, budgets versus actuals,
and monthly census ratios.

ELEVATE
EMPLOYEE
EXPERIENCE
Simplify critical absence and labor
management tasks through realtime alerts such as initiating call
offs, call backs and requesting a
shift. Proactively track employees
approaching overtime or full-time.

LOWER
ADMINISTRATIVE
BURDENS
Automate calculations for overtime,
shift premiums, call backs, and
transfer hours. Configure day divides
at 11 p.m. and adjust midnight day
divides for PBJ. Customize your
PTO policy, seniority-based rules,
flex-time, floating holidays, and paid
time off benefits based on days
worked.

Call 866.469.3766 to Learn More — or visit matrixcare.com
About MatrixCare
MatrixCare solutions have powered the long term care continuum for over 30 years. MatrixCare is
the largest LTPAC technology provider in the US and the first to offer a true full-spectrum solution.
Used in more than 13,000 facility-based care settings and 2,500 home care and home health agency
locations, MatrixCare’s solutions help skilled nursing and senior living providers, life plan communities (CCRCs), and home health organizations to prosper as we migrate to a fee- for-value healthcare
system. Visit www.matrixcare.com and www.carecommunity.com for more information.
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